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EPQ Presentation Evening – 18th June 2018

Lauren Abbiw-Wood
Should the British education system implement more play to better child cognitive
development ages 0-13?
Stuart Aldridge
Within 50 years, will it be feasible to send a probe to a suitable exoplanet and test its
potential habitability?
Holly Anderson
Are American serial killers historical ontologies to the 1980’s?
Oska Atkinson
How economically viable is commercial supersonic flight in the next 30 years?
Liv Baillie
Who were the Neanderthals and did they truly become extinct?
Jessamy Baker
What is the effect of global warming on the population of Adélie penguins in Antarctica?
Lucy Baylis
To what extent is stage lighting influential on the portrayal of characters and plots in
modern theatre?
Catherine Beale
Do the risks of privatising the NHS outweigh the benefits?
William Bendall
To what extent are international factors responsible for the humanitarian crisis in Yemen?
Juliet Braidwood
A sampler for use on the family trail at Shire Hall, which could have been made by Anne
Frances Bankes in 1800
Jasmine Brown
Is it possible for life to flourish on other planets in and around our Galaxy?
Joshua Bushby
To what extent would a tax on single use plastic be effective in preventing more of it from
entering the ocean?
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Charlotte Cheatle
How did we evolve from early apes into modern Homo Sapies? Why did these changes
occur?
Joshua Clark
Will human colonise Mars in the next 100 years?
Emily Clarke
To what extent is phonic learning suitable for visually and auditory impaired students?
Phoebe Clothier
To what extent was the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte as Emperor of France in 1804 a result
of the failures of the leading groups in France?
Erica Connelly
To what extent have the women of jazz struggled in a male-dominant industry?
Alfie Cooper
Would it be worth creating settlements on the moon?
Sarah Cottee
How will Brexit affect immigration? Case study: UK fruit farms
Lauren Cranny
The potential benefit of replicating the 1948 London austerity Olympic Games in Ethiopia in
2032.
George Dare
To what extent are Tolkien’s invented languages based upon real languages?
Archie Ellis-Stanley
Are Polar Bears adapting to our changing planet or are they in danger?
Patrick Fisher
How sportsmen can be ranked against fellow opponents: is there a better way to do it?
Niall Foley
How much should it cost to go to watch a Premier League football match?
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Emily Fraher
How was the legend of Jack the Ripper created?
Katherine Gregory
Does Margaret of Anjou deserve her title of She-Wolf?
Jemma Gugan
Faythwaite: A children’s fantasy story

Letitia Harris
Is dairy good for us?
Mireille Harvey
To what extent did Balenciaga influence fashion in the 1950s?
Laura Hayward
To what extent is The Royal College of Psychiatrist’s statement that ‘social media is to
blame for the rise of eating disorders’ accurate?
Max Hooper-Greenhill
Is Financial Fair Play (FFP) fit for purpose?
Sarah Horsler
Problematising sexism and lack of mental health awareness in the young adult crime genre
Callum Hounsome
Since the start of the English Premier League has racism within football improved or
become worse? How has it shaped the game as we know it today?
Natalie Hyde-White
Visual representation of depression
Hollie Hymas
To what extent does ASD affect non-verbal communication skills?
William Jeffery
How has journalism changed in the 21st Century and what are the ethical impacts of that
change?
Kirian Johnson
If they could, which coloured M&M’s would my rats eat?
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Oscar Kelly
Will online educational resources render schools redundant?
Holly King
The opening of a fantasy novel.
Elizabeth Legg
The first 4,000 words of a young adult novel: ‘Blurry eyes’
Mathilde Mason
Does slum tourism serve the individual or the community?
Caleb Millner
Writing the first 10,000 words of an epic fantasy novel exploring the nature of identity and
reality
Joe Morgan
Tackling new forms of music journalism and outlets for a modern audience
Cara Mountjoy-Row
How do personality disorders influence the likelihood of someone committing a crime?
Thomas Murley
What are the possible symptoms of JHS and what are the best way to manage them?
Gemma Palmer
Is fast fashion to blame for the decrease in the seasonal fashion pattern?
Olivia Pearson
The first 4,000 words of a young adult novel ‘Chronically Living’
Florence Penfold
What overall effect does the vibration of sound waves, at different frequencies, have on the
durability of both natural substances and human organs?
Raffaella Price
To what extent is access to clean water the most effective method of eradicating poverty in
sub-saharan Africa?
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Hannah Rea
To what extent has Henna been influenced by Eastern history and culture?
Ellie Rhodes
‘Love Has No Gender’ – an opening to an original young adult romance novel
Poppy Rosser
In the current of nuclear apocalypse: A short work of fiction

Emily Sanderson
A piece of swanskin created with as many original techniques as possible, and a set of
instructions for the preservation of historical skills
Edward Sawdy
Problematising tropes within the steampunk genre
Archie Short
To what extent will our data be at risk from quantum breaking machines over the next 30
years?
William Simmons
To what extent did political satire impact upon the two major party leaders during the 2017
UK election campaign?
Chloe Smith
A scene from a fantasy film in the form of a script
Joseph Stacey
To what extent is human waste effecting sea turtle/marine life?
Oliver Streather-Paul
Insights – an exploration through film into expanding the ‘war film’ genre towards realism
Rebecca Tate
The Battle of Evergreen
Mary Taylor
Is police brutality getting worse and is racism a major factor of police brutality?
Joe Thompson
Shared space: A double edged sword of place and movement. A thought experiment
challenging conventional highway design through integration and informality.
Emilia Troughton
Can a dog skeleton be used to educate young people about the effects of canine obesity?
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Louis Verkaik
How should the international community tackle the great pacific garbage patch?
Pallvi Vij
Improving the racial and cultural understanding of children through literature
Gemma Walbridge
Is the diagnosis of mental illnesses just the diagnosis of personality traits?
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